Q-Law Town Hall Meeting – April 15, 2020
Learn to use the Promise to Pay arrangement system
The promise to pay (PTP) system was redesigned to add flexibility in the way a PTP is established. The
new features include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set up a promise combined with creditor companion claims
Allow partial PTP arrangements for multiple consumers
Allow tiered arrangements with flexibility to change future payment amounts and due dates
Ability to customize accepted payment methods and rules based on client preferences and track
approvals as required
5. Ability to post split payments to multiple payment arrangements and claims

Setting up client PTP rules
Payment arrangement rules are established and can be adjusted according to the agreement with the
clients. Approvals can be set to ensure client standards are always met. To establish
Payment/Settlement Rules:
From the Main Q-Law screen, enter [Maintenance] > Edit/Add/Delete/Functions tab > [Setup client
PTP-Settlement rules].
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Double-click on any record in the grid and click [Edit] to edit the current record or add a new Client PTP
Rule setup.

1. Code: Enter a rule code associated with this rule. This code will be linked to a particular client for
these rules to apply by client. You may enter multiple records with the same code; each record
will apply based on the attributes.
2. Desc: Enter a description of the rule.
3. Active flag: Select the Active checkbox to make this rule active.
4. Balance buckets: Enter a minimum and maximum total claim balance for which this rule should
apply. Note: PTP rules can be set up to look at only the balance. Rules must cover all potential
account balances ($0.00 - $999,999.99)
5. Claim type: Select the claim type from the dropdown for which this rule should apply.
• Note: PTP rules can be set up to look at only the claimtype. A rule must be set up for
every claimtype. A blank claimtype catch-all rule can be created but must be the first in
the list of PTP rules.
• PTP rules can look at both the claimtype and balance. This is the most complicated rule
to set up as all potential outcomes most be accounted for and established. There cannot
be a catch-all for PTP rules based on claimtype and balance.
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6. Security level: Enter the user security level for users that require an approval upon entry of a
PTP. Users with this security level and above will require the PTP to be approved prior to
activating the PTP. Leave blank if no approval required for all user security levels.
7. If approval – schedule task code: Enter the task code that should be assigned when any PTP
requiring approval is entered. This task code must be set up in the Task Code Manager.
8. Minimum payment: Enter the average minimum payment that is required without approval.
This dollar amount will be the average of the total value of all payments scheduled divided by
the number of payments scheduled.
9. Maximum # of payments: Enter the maximum number of total payments allowed to be
established without approval. The maximum number of payments allowed per system
limitations is 180 payments.
10. Interest waive: Check this box if all future interest should be waived for all PTPs established.
This will automatically apply to all PTPs established.
11. Redating: Enter the number of days that a payment due date may be redated in the future.
Leave at 0 for no redating allowed.
12. Maximum # of Settlement payments: Enter the number of settlement payments that are
permitted to be established for Settle in full accounts.
13. No settlements permitted: Check this box if no settlements are permitted for this rule.
14. Require client approval all settlements: Check this box if a client approval is required for any
settlement in full PTP established. A PTP will not be active until approval is given.
15. Require client approval settlements if balance: Check this box if a client approval is required
based on the total balance due on an account. Enter the total balance threshold requiring
approval.
16. If client approval – schedule task code: Enter the task code that should be assigned when a PTP
requiring client approval is entered. This task code must be set up in the Task Code Manager.
17. Payment methods allowed: Check the box next to all payment methods that are allowed for a
PTP.
18. Percent of bucket amount accepted as settlement: Enter the value in percentage that is allowed
for a settlement for that balance bucket.
• If Pre-Suit/Non-Suit: These rules will apply to accounts with no suit date in the legal tabsuit/judg/dates tab.
• If Post Suit: These rules apply to accounts with a suit date in the legal tabsuit/judge/dates tab and no judgment date.
• If Post Judgment: These rules apply to accounts with a judgment in the legal tabsuit/judg/dates tab.
For the PTP rules to be applied to an arrangement properly, each balance bucket and claim type
must have a rule created. Additionally, a blank rule should be created for each rule code in order to
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default to ourfiles that do not fall into the rules created. If no rule is assigned to the client, the rule
will automatically default to the DEFAULT rule code set up in the PTP-Settlement rules. See below:

Assigning PTP rules to each client
Each client must have a PTP rule assigned in order for rules to apply. If there are no rules assigned, the
rules will default to the DEFAULT rule code in the [Maintenance] > [Edit/Add/Delete/Functions] >
[Setup client PTP-Settlement rules]. From the Main screen, click [Work Case] and click [Client].
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1. From within the Client screen, select the Client record by entering the Client code into the
search box and selecting [Go] or by entering [Client list] and double-clicking on the client that
should be edited.

2. From within the Client record, enter the Misc Info tab and select [Edit] to enable editing. Select
[Select rule] to the right of Pay arrangement, settlement rules.

3.

Highlight the rule that should be updated and click [Select record] or double-click on the rule
you want to apply. All rules with the identical codes will apply for that code selected. For
example, only 1 DEFAULT needs to be selected; all rules with the DEFAULT code will apply for
this client selection.
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Setting firm preferences
New firm preferences have been added. Enter [Maintenance] > System Maintenance-Admin tab >
[Firm Preferences].

1. Convenience Fee: A fee can be charged for automatic payment methods including:
CREDIT/DEBIT/ACH/CHECKPHONE. A different dollar amount can be assessed based on the
payment method.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter AUTOPAY into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the AUTOPAY ID
settings.
c. Check the box next to each ID that should apply by payment method type:
o AUTOPAYCHG – Fee to charge for CHECKPHONE transactions.
o AUTOPAYCC – Fee to charge for CREDIT/DEBIT transactions.
o AUTOPAYAC – Fee to charge for ACH transactions.
d. Enter the dollar amount in the value column that should apply to each payment method
type.
e. Select [Save] and then [Exit].
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2. Allow Auto Pay for zero dollar amount to run: An Auto Pay record can be established to process
only a keep fee with no payment amount to post to the account balance. This is to process
additional charges from the consumer without reducing their balance due.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter PP0PAYOK into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
c. Check the box next to the PP0PAYOK to activate this preference.
d. Select [Save] and then [Exit].

3. Allow a future TRX date: A TRX can be dated in the future if applicable for a maximum date
desired.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter PPFUTTRX into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
c. Check the box next to the PPFUTTRX.
d. Enter the number of days in the Value column that the TRX date may be dated in the
future.
e. Select [Save] and then [Exit].
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4. Add a NEGOTIATE task for Partial payments: A task can be automatically added to an account
when a Partial payment arrangement type is recorded in order to follow up with the consumer
15 days prior to the last payment due date.
1. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
2. Enter PAYRENEG into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
3. Check the box next to the PAYRENEG.
4. Enter the task code in the Value column for the task that should be added. This task
code should be added to the Task Code Manager.
5. Select [Save] and then [Exit].

5. Payment Coupon: A special report has been created to generate a series of payment coupons to
be mailed to the consumer for future payments. The number of future payments to be included
in the booklet is user defined. See the next firm preference in the instructions to set the
maximum number of coupons.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter PAYCOUPON into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
c. Check the box next in the PAYCOUPON preference to activate.
d. Enter the task code PAYCOUPON in the Value column for the task that should be used.
This task code should be added to the Task Code Manager.
e. The PAYCOUPON task code will generate the special payment coupon report.
f. Select [Save] and then [Exit].
After this preference is established, the PAYCOUPON task can be added to an account manually or via
DDAS. This task can be executed in the workscreen or through TAS documents to generate the report.
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6. Payment Coupon Maximum: The number of coupons per for future payments that are printed
per booklet is user defined. To activate a maximum number of payments, take the following
steps:
g. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
h. Enter PAYCOUMAX into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
i. Check the box next to the PAYCOUMAX.
j. Enter the maximum number of payments to be printed in the booklet.
k. Select [Save] and then [Exit].
Payment Coupon Preview

7. Payment Reminder Letter: A special report has been generated to create a reminder letter to
send to the consumer. This letter was created to replace the XPR letter for PTP Ver 2 and the
task code will be triggered by running the batch job 9.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter PAY_REMIND into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
c. Check the box next to the PAY_REMIND preference.
d. Enter the task code PAY_REMIND in the Value column for the task that should be
added. This task code should be added to the Task Code Manager. If an alternative task
code is desired, enter the Task Code to be used. Ensure that a document is linked to the
chosen task code.
e. The PAY_REMIND task code will generate the payment coupon report.
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Select [Save] and then [Exit].
Enter the DBR Payments tab.
Select the Task PAY_REMIND from the dropdown or select the desired task to be used.
Run the batch job 9 to trigger the addition of the PAY_REMIND task to applicable
accounts.
The PAY_REMIND task code will generate the payment acknowledgement report and will
indicate the last three payments.
f.
g.
h.
i.
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Pay Reminder Preview

8. Payment Acknowledgement Receipt Letter: A special report has been generated to create a
payment acknowledgement letter to send to the consumer when a payment has been received.
This task can be manually added to an account or triggered via DDAS. This task can be executed
in the workscreen or through TAS documents to generate the report.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter PAY_ACK into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the setting.
c. Check the box next to the PAY_ACK preference.
d. Enter the task code PAY_ACK in the Value column for the task that should be added to.
This task code should be added to the Task Code Manager.
e. Select [Save] and then [Exit].
The PAY_ACK task code will generate the payment acknowledgement report and will indicate
the last three payments.
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Payment Acknowledgment Preview

9. Payment Agreement: A special report has been created to generate a list of future scheduled
payments as agreed by the consumer. The task associated can be manually added to an account
or triggered via DDAS. This task can be executed in the workscreen or through TAS documents
to generate the report. If generated through the workscreen, the system will prompt the user to
save a copy to the document manager if desired. If generated through TAS, the system will
automatically save the report to the document manager.
a. Select the Misc Preferences tab.
b. Enter PAY_AGREE into the ID box and select [Enter] to search for the preference.
c. Check the box next to the PAY_AGREE preference to activate.
d. Enter the suggested task code PAY_AGREE in the Value column for the task that should
be used to generate the report. This task code should be added to the Task Code
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Manager. If an alternate task is desired, enter that task code in the Value column and
add the task to the Task Code Manager.
e. Select [Save] and then [Exit].
The PAY_AGREE task code will generate future scheduled payments list.
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Setting the legal payment methods
Legal payment methods are user defined and can be set by entering [Maintenance] > [System Codes].

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the dropdown arrow and navigate to the P$ code type.
Highlight the desired record to be deleted, edited, or copied to create a new record.
Select [Edit] to make edits to this record. Select [DONE] when finished.
Select [Delete] to delete this record. Select [DONE] when finished.
Select [Add] to copy this record to create a new legal payment.
a. Select [OK] to the prompt.
b. Make edits to the Desc.
c. Select [DONE] when finished.

Entering PTP details
The PTP screen can be entered into from the main screen of an account by selecting [Pay arr].
Note the color of [Pay arr]:
1. White: There is no active PTP on the account.
2. Green: There is an active, paying PTP on the account.
3. Yellow: There is a PTP waiting for approval.
4. Red: There is broken PTP arrangement. After 60 days, this PTP will automatically be deactivated.
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Within the PTP screen:

1. Rules: Select [Pay/Settle Rules] to view the rules that are assigned to this ourfile based on the client
rule assigned. Rules include: 1) minimum payment amount permitted without approval; 2) payment
methods permitted; and 3) number of settlement payments permitted. If this button is not visible,
there are no rules established for this client and the rules will default to the DEFAULT rule code as
established in [Setup client PTP-Settlement rules].
a. Note: Waive future interest box will be checked automatically if set per the client rules.
Otherwise, this is available to be manually selected if desired.
2. Pay Arr for Debtor #: Select the dropdown arrow to select the consumer for whom this PTP is
established.
3. Legal ptp: If applicable, select the dropdown arrow to select a legal payment type that applies
to this PTP. These payment types are user defined and can be changed based on the firm choice.
See Setting the legal payment methods.
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4. Payment Arrangement type: Select the dropdown arrow to select the payment type for this
arrangement.
a. SIF: Select SIF for a PTP that is a settlement in full. A SIF PTP can only be set up for one
borrower. The number of payments that can be scheduled for a SIF are defined in the
Pay/Settle Rules. If setting up a SIF for multiple claims, the user will be required to
establish the appropriate payment application order (FIFO or Pay %).
b. PARTIAL: Select PARTIAL if one or two consumers will be making PARTIAL payments
toward an arrangement but will not be paying the total balance. This is the only option
that supports multiple payment arrangements for multiple borrowers (Q-Law will stop
accepting further payments to be posted once the balance has been paid and therefore
overpayments should not be possible.). The account can be renegotiated after the
partial payments have been made. This may be used for tiered arrangements.
c. PIF: Select PIF for a PTP that will be paid in full over time. May be used for single
borrower as well as for tiered arrangements.
5. Payment Method: Select the dropdown arrow to select the payment method for this
arrangement. Payment methods are available based on the Pay/Settle Rules established for the
client.
a. Based on the payment method established, the user will be notified of any additional
fees charged based on payment method. This fee will be deducted from the consumer’s
account in addition to the regularly scheduled payment amount. These fees are set in
the Firm Preferences.
6. Payment Frequency: Enter the frequency in which the payments should be scheduled: MONTH,
WEEK, 2/WEEKS or BI-1/15. If adding only a down payment or a one-time payment, select
MONTH.
7. Payment Due Date: Select the due date to apply for the first/settlement and/or recurring
payment by selecting [!] to review the monthly calendar. Double-click on the desired payment
due date.
For instructions on PIF, PARTIAL, and SIF, see each individual section.
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Setting up a Settlement in Full (SIF) Arrangement
To establish a Settlement in Full Arrangement, use the settlement calculator tool to determine the
appropriate payment percentage. Enter the percentage amount to be paid into the Settlement Balance
box and select [tab] for the system to calculate the balance to be paid based on the settlement rules, or
enter the dollar amount agreed to for the SIF. (See step #1 in previous section to view Pay/Settle Rules).
There are a couple of ways a Settlement in Full payment arrangement can be established: 1) Settlement
in one-time payment; and 2) Settlement in full over multiple payments.
1. If a Settlement in Full is being made in a one-time payment:
a. Follow Steps 1-7 above in Entering PTP details.

b. Payment Amount: Enter the lump sum payment amount due from the settlement
balance calculation.
c. # payments: Enter “1” payment for the lump sum amount to be paid on the due
date entered.
d. Add Payments: Select Add Payments to add the payment amount for the number of
payments entered to the payment list.
e. Add Payment Method: If an automatic payment has been selected, see Adding a
new payment method.
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2. If a Settlement is being made over Multiple Payments:
a. Follow Steps 1-7 in Entering PTP details

b. Payment Amount: Calculate the payment amount to be paid based on the number
of payments to pay the Settlement Amount in full.
c. # Payments: Enter the number of payments that should be added for the Payment
Amount to the payment list to pay the Settlement Amount in full.
d. Add Payments: Select Add Payments to add the Payment Amount to the payment
list.
e. Add Payment Methods: If an Auto Payment has been selected, see Adding a new
payment method to add a payment method and to complete the PTP.
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Setting up a PARTIAL Payment Arrangement
If a consumer wishes to make partial payments, the payment amount and number of payments can be
determined and scheduled while continuing to accrue interest. If an account is a multi-debtor account,
and it is anticipated that a second debtor will enter into an agreed payment plan, plans can be
established using the PARTIAL payment method to determine the total to be paid. Tiered payment
amounts, due dates, and payment methods can be applied to Partial arrangements. See also Setting up
a Tiered Payment Arrangement.
a. Follow Steps 1-7 in Entering PTP details.
b. Select PARTIAL as the payment type.

c. Payment Amount: Enter the payment amount agreed for the selected payment
frequency.
d. # payments: Enter the number of payments agreed to by the consumer for the
Payment Amount to be scheduled.
e. Add Payments: Select Add Payments to add the # of payments entered for the
Payment Amount entered.
Note: If adding additional payments for a different dollar amount or due dates,
repeat steps a-d. Do not calculate and add final payment(s)
f. Add Pay method: If a payment method has been selected, see Adding a new
payment method.
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Setting up a Payment in Full (PIF) Arrangement
If the consumer wishes to pay the balance due in full while continuing to accrue interest, then the PIF
arrangement may be established. A PIF can be used when establishing an arrangement for one or two
consumers. Tiered payment amounts, due dates, and payment methods may be applied to a PIF.
a. Follow steps 1-7 in Entering PTP details
b. Payment Amount: Enter the payment amount agreed for the payment frequency. If a down
payment has been agreed, see Setting up a Tiered Payment Arrangement.
c. # of payments: The system will automatically calculate the number of payments due and final
payment due based on the payment frequency and payment amount entered.

d. Add Payments: After the payment details have been entered, select Add Payments to schedule
the payments for the amount, frequency, and due dates. Select [Yes] to calculate and add the final
payments for the system to determine the final payment amount based on interest calculations.

e. If a payment method has been established, see Tiered Payment Frequency.
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Setting up a Tiered Payment Arrangement
Tiered payment amounts, payment due dates, and payment methods can be set and edited for each
payment scheduled based on an agreement with the consumer.
Down Payment Agreed:
If agreed with the consumer, a down payment can be scheduled followed by regularly scheduled
monthly payments.
1. Enter the payment details Pay Arr for Debtor, Legal Method as per the previous steps.
2. Payment Type: Select SIF, PIF, or PARTIAL.
3. Continue to enter Method, Frequency, and Due date for the down payment as per previous
steps.
4. Payment Amount: Enter the payment amount for the down payment agreed.
5. # Payments: If there will only be one payment scheduled for the Payment Amount entered,
enter “1” for the # of payments. Otherwise, enter the number of payments that should be
scheduled for the Payment Amount entered.

6. Add Payments: Select Add Payments to schedule the Payment Amount for the number of
payments on the due date. Select [No] to Add Final Payment(s) amounts to schedule only the
single down payment or only the # of payments identified.
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7. Reenter your payment details for the remaining payments to be scheduled.
8. Payment Type: The remaining payment type should be PIF if paying the remaining balance in
full.
9. Continue to add Method, Frequency, and the next Due Date after the down payment for the
remaining plan payment as per previous steps.
10. Payment Amount: Enter payment amount to be scheduled for remaining payments.
11. # Payments: Enter the number of payments to be scheduled or allow the system to calculate the
number of remaining payments based on the remaining balance due including interest
calculations.

12. Add Payments: Select Add Payments to schedule the Payment Amount for the number of
payments on the due date. Select [Yes] to Add Final Payment(s) amounts to schedule the
remaining monthly payments and final payment.
13. Add Pay method: If applicable, see Adding a new payment method.
Tiered Payment Frequency, Due Dates, and/or Payment Methods:
Payment Frequency, payment due dates, and payment methods can be scheduled based on the
agreement with the consumer. Each future payment can be manually scheduled.
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1. Enter the payment details Pay Arr for Debtor, Legal Method, Type, Method, Frequency, and
Due date, Payment Amount and # Payments for the first payment(s) as per previous steps.
2. Select Add Payments to schedule the payment(s) and select [No] to Calculate and add Final
Payments.
3. Reenter the payment details Pay Arr for Debtor, Legal Method, Method, Frequency, and Due
date, Payment Amount and # Payments for the next agreed to payment(s).
4. Select Add Payments to schedule the payment(s) and select [Yes] to Calculate and add Final
payments.
5. See Adding a new payment method.

Setting up an Arrangement for Client Companionated Claims
Claims that have the same client and have been linked through the Q-Law companionate process may
establish a single payment arrangement on the Master claim that will track expected payments,
payments received, interest accrual, and remaining balance. To enter a PTP on companion claims, enter
the Master file. If the Master file contains a $0.00 balance due to first pay-off, and a PTP becomes
inactive for any reason, the claims should be de-companionated, and the next claim should become the
new Master file for PTP purposes.
1. Enter the Payment Arr from the main screen of an account.
2. If setting up a SIF for a Multiple Claim account, see next section Setting up a SIF for a multi-claim
arrangement.
3. From the Calculate PTP tab, select [Multiple claims] to view the companion claims.
4. Check the box next to all claims that should be included in the PTP.
a. Select [Use FIFO] (First in First Out): To apply the payments received to the first account
placed (oldest open date) until the account is paid in full.
b. Select [Use Pay%] to apply the payment received according to the percentage allocated to
pay off all accounts at the same time.
c. Manually enter the % to be paid to each file in the Pay_Pct column to determine the % of
the payment that should be allocated to each account. The total % must equal 100%.
5. Select [Ok] to apply the method selected and return to the payment screen. If both methods are
inadvertently selected, the system will default to % PAY entered.
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6. Once the companion claim(s) has been included in the PTP, the Multiple claims box will be
automatically checked, and the number of claims included will be listed and the balance due will
be combined with all included claims.
7. Use the [View multiple claims] to toggle between the companion claims.

8. Continue to establish the payment arrangement as agreed.
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Setting up a SIF for a multi-claim arrangement
When setting up a SIF for a multi-claim payment arrangement, follow the steps below to ensure
accurate calculations are applied to each claim included in the arrangement.
SIF by Settlement Percentage:
Enter Payment Arr.
Select SIF from the payment type.
Enter [Multiple claims].
Check the box next to all claims that should be included in the PTP.
a. Select [Use FIFO] (First in First Out): To apply the payments received to the first account
placed (oldest open date) until the account is paid in full.
b. Select [Use Pay%] to apply the payment received according to the percentage allocated
to pay off all accounts at the same time.
c. You may manually enter the % to be paid to each file in the Pay_Pct column to
determine the % of the payment that should be allocated to each account. The total %
must equal 100%.
5. Select [OK] to apply the method selected and return to the payment screen. If both methods are
inadvertently selected, the system will default to % PAY entered.
6. Enter the percentage to settle the account into the Settlement balance percentage field.

1.
2.
3.
4.

7. The system will prompt you to reselect the payment application order to calculate the proper
payment amounts based on the agreed settlement percentage.
8. Select the application order entered in step 4 to apply the final calculations.
9. Proceed with establishing the arrangement as agreed based on the settlement amount.
SIF by Agreed Settlement Amount
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter Payment Arr.
Select SIF from the payment type.
Enter [Multiple claims].
Check the box next to all claims that should be included in the PTP.
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a. Select [Use FIFO] (First in First Out): To apply the payments received to the first account
placed (oldest open date) until the account is paid in full.
b. Select [Use Pay%] to apply the payment received according to the percentage allocated
to pay off all accounts at the same time.
c. You may manually enter the % to be paid to each file in the Pay_Pct column to
determine the % of the payment that should be allocated to each account. The total %
must equal 100%.
5. Select [OK] to apply the method selected and return to the payment screen. If both methods are
inadvertently selected, the system will default to % PAY entered.
6. Enter the agreed settlement dollar amount in the Settlement balance amount field.

7. The system will prompt you to reselect the payment application order to calculate the proper
payment amounts based on the agreed settlement percentage.
8. If it is desired to pay by FIFO, manually enter the amount to be applied to each file into the
SETTLE_AMT. When the payment is made, the system will apply the amounts to each file.

9. If it is desired to pay by Pay%, select [Use Pay%], calculate the amount to be applied to each file
by calculating the PAY_PCT by the total settlement amount agreed to.
a. For the example used:
• Manually calculate the settlement amount by the pay% for each claim
 $10,000 x (.366781) = $3,667.81
 $10,000 x (.633219) = $6,332.19
10. Manually enter the amount of the settlement amount to be applied to each claim in the
SETTLE_AMT bucket. All settlement amounts must equal the total settlement agreed to.
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11. Reselect the payment application order (Pay % or FIFO) and select [Ok] to apply the final
calculations.
12. Return to the arrangement screen to proceed with establishing the arrangement as agreed.

Adding a new payment method
The following payment types will require a payment method to be assigned to each scheduled payment
prior to recording the PTP: ACH, CHECKPHONE, CREDITCARD, DEBITCARD. A payment method must be
assigned based on the method of payment selected for each payment listed for the PTP arrangement. A
new payment can be added at the time of the arrangement or a payment method can be selected from
previously stored payment methods.
If no payment method previously on file:
After all promised payment amounts and payment dates have been added to the payment list, select
[Add Pay method] to add a payment method and assign a method to each scheduled payment. Select
[Yes] to the prompt to Set up a New CREDIT/DEBIT/CHECKPHONE/ACH method.
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1. If setting up DEBIT or CREDIT:

a. If the payment method is Debit/Credit: Enter all applicable card information:
• Select Debit or Credit
• Select Card type: Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex
• Enter the credit/debit card number
• Enter the credit/debit card expiration date
• Enter the 3-digit security #
• Enter the Cardholder Name, Address, and Phone
• Select Copy Debtor to copy the debtor information on file for the selected
consumer
• Select get CCTRUSTID to obtain account authorization.
* Note: If exiting the payment method setup screen without obtaining the CC
Trust ID, the bank account information will not be saved, and the payment
method will not be active.
• Exit the Credit/Debit Card Set Up screen to Assign a payment method to a PTP.
2. If setting up ACH or CHECKPHONE
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Select the pay method type: ACH/CHECKPHONE/POSTDATE.
Enter the routing # or select [FIND] to search from a list of banks.
Enter the Bank Name or select [FIND] to search from a list.
Enter the check #.
Enter the bank account #.
Select the account type: Checking/Savings.
Enter the bank account holder Name, Address, and Phone.
• Select [Copy debtor] to copy the debtor information on file for the Dbr selected.
h. Select [Exit] to continue to Assign a payment method to a PTP.
If payment method on file but would like to add a new method:
1. Enter directly into the Pmt Method tab from the Calculate PTP tab to add the new payment
method to the account records.
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2. Select [Add new] next to Checkphone/ACH or Credit/debit card.
3. Select [Yes] to confirm the addition of the new record:
a. For ACH or CHECKPHONE method – See If setting up ACH or CHECKPHONE.
b. For Credit or Debit method – See If setting up DEBIT or CREDIT:.

Assign a payment method to a PTP
Each payment that is scheduled with a payment method must have a payment method assigned for
each payment.
After the payment method has been added to the ourfile records and the CC Trust ID has been obtained,
assign the payment method to the payment by highlighting the payment method and choosing [Select
record]. This will assign the method to the future scheduled payments in order for automatic
processing.
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Recording a PTP
Once all details have been entered, a payment method assigned, and interest calculated, the PTP should
be recorded to assign a unique PTP ID, update the account with scheduled arrangement, and to track
future scheduled payments.
1. Select [Record PTP] to record the PTP in the account and notes. [Record PTP] will not be available for
selection until a payment method has been linked to a payment that is not MAIL-IN.

2. Once the PTP has been recorded, a unique PTP ID will be assigned. If there are PTPs established
for multiple consumers, each PTP will have its own unique ID. This ID is created for the
identification of the PTP during posting of payments as well as to track history.
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3. If Approval Required: If a PTP arrangement requires approval, the notification will prompt while
recording the PTP. Select [Yes] to proceed with recording the arrangement or [No] to
renegotiate the PTP arrangement.
* Note: Until approved, the PTP will not be active and payments processed will not apply to
the promised arrangement.

4. Select [Yes] to confirm PTP recordation pending approval.
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Approve a PTP requiring approval
When a PTP requires approval, the PTP will not be active until approval is updated in the account.
1. Enter the case workscreen ourfile and select [Pay arr] to enter the current payment
arrangement.
2. Select [Approve PTP] to activate and approve the PTP.

3. Select [Yes] to confirm the approval or [No] to return.

4. If a task is set on the account, enter the main tab of the ourfile and select [Tasks]. Highlight the
desired task and check the complete box to complete the task.
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Changing a payment method for a future payment
Any future scheduled payment method can be changed based on the agreement with the consumer. If a
payment method is changing from a Mail-In to an Auto Payment, and the payment is due today, the
Auto Pay tab will automatically be updated. If changing a payment due date and method to today’s date
from a future date, the payment must be redated first. If changing a payment method from mail-in to an
autopayment type, do not manually create the autopayment record. Change the payment method using
[Chg pay method]. then run the batch job 25 to create the auto pay record. See next section Redate a
future scheduled payment. See also next section re Batch Job 25.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Enter the case workscreen for the ourfile and select [Pay arr].
Select the PTP History tab.
Highlight the desired PTP to be edited.
Select [View Detail] to view the payment details.
Select [Chnge Pay Method] to select the future scheduled payment to be changed.
A grid will be displayed showing all future payments. Highlight the future scheduled payment
record to be changed and click [Select record].

7.
8.
9.
10.

Highlight the desired payment method to be assigned and click [Use selected].
The new method will update and paylink will be assigned.
Click [Validate] and [Confirm change] will become available.
Click [Confirm change]

11. From the Current PTP tab, select [View payment list] to confirm the payment method change.
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Redate a future scheduled payment
Future scheduled payments can be redated based on the PTP rules set for the client. If a payment is
being redated for today and the payment method is being changed from a mail-in to an automatic
payment, the payment must be redated first.
Enter the case workscreen for the ourfile and select [Pay Arr].
Select the PTP History tab.
Highlight the desired PTP to be edited.
Select [View Detail] to view the payment details.
Select [Redate payment] to select the future scheduled payment to be changed.
A grid will be displayed showing all future payments. Highlight the future scheduled payment
record to be changed and click [Select record].
7. Select [!] next to the due date field to display the date calendar.
8. Scroll through the calendar to select the new desired due date.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Batch job 25
A new batch job #25 should be run daily and has been created for the below purposes. After the batch
job 25 is run, a log is saved in the .\qlaw\logs- ptp_fup-log(date).
1. Auto Pay tab update: Batch job 25 is designed to identify scheduled future automatic payments
from the scheduled payment list (ACH/CHECKPHONE/DEBITCARD/CREDITCARD) that are set for
the next 31 days and create record in the Auto Pay tab for an account. These Auto Pay records
will be identified during the Auto Payment batch creation by the bookkeeper for the date
scheduled to run.
2. Broken promise: Batch job 25 is designed to identify broken promise accounts and update the
PTP with the proper status. DDAS rules can be triggered based on number of days an
arrangement has been broken. The number of days broken are listed below. To establish the
DDAS rules, use:
Database/Field: SYSTEM.PROMISEBRK
Condition: callevent = “BPTP03”
BPTP03
BPTP10
BPTP18
BPTP25
BPTP30
BPTP60 (when this status is updated, the PTP will become deactivated)
Example: DDAS condition callevent = “BPTP03”; enter the above event codes for each rule to be
established
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Posting batch split payments – auto pays
A single payment received for a multiple claim payment arrangement must be split across the multiple
claims accounts. If the split payment is made via Auto Payment, create the payment posting batch via
the normal batch creation process. After creating the batch enter the Bookkeeping menu > [Collection
Batch Payments]. Note: Two separate payments for the same ourfile cannot be posted in the same
batch. This will not correctly update total amounts paid.
1. Enter the batch number to be processed by using the dropdown in the batch search and select
the batch to process.
2. Select [Validate] to execute the validation process and to identify accounts in the batch that
require a split payment.
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If a split payment is required for a particular account, the system will cause a hold error on that account
indicating “ACTIVE MULTICLM PTP-SPLITPAYREQUIRED”. Highlight the account with the hold error for
“ACTIVE MULTICLM PTP-SPLITPAYREQUIRED”.
1. Clear out the hold error by clicking [Hold].
2. Clear out the data in the PTP ID field.
3. Place the cursor in the Ourfile field and select [tab]. A prompt will display to Create a Split
Payment Item. Select [Yes].
Select [SplitPay], the green button, to start the split pay process.
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1. Select [Yes] to confirm the split payment for the account highlighted.
a. The system will automatically split the payment based the agreement with the
consumer at the time the arrangement was posted.
b. If FIFO: The system will apply the payment to the claim identified as the first claim to be
paid. Once the first account is paid, the system will apply the remaining payment
amount to the next claim.
c. If Pay%: The system will split the payment based on the percentage allocated at the
time of the arrangement.

4. After returning to the batch posting screen, select [Validate] to continue posting the batch.
5. When ready to post the batch, select [AutoPost].

Posting early payments
When a consumer submits a payment earlier than the scheduled due date that includes future interest,
the bookkeeper will receive an error indicating “EARLY PTP MANUAL POSTING REQUIRED”. This is an
indication that the PTP should be manually reviewed and adjusted accordingly.
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Posting batch split payments – manual batch creation
If a payment has been received via mail, or a direct pay notice received from the client, you can
manually create the batch enter Bookkeeping menu > [Collection Batch Payments].
1. Select [Batch] to start a new batch.
2. Select [Yes] to confirm.

3. Select [ADD] to add a new payment to the batch.
4. Select the applicable TRX type from the dropdown.
If Active PTP Exists
1. Enter the ourfile # into the Ourfile field and select [tab]. This will activate [SplitPay], turning it
green. Select [OK] to accept.

2. Complete all required data entry for the payment.
3. After completing all data entry, select [SplitPay] to apply the split payment and select [Yes] to
confirm. After selecting [Yes] to confirm, the system will automatically apply the payment
application to the companion files based on the PTP agreement.
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4. Select [Validate] to continue the batch posting process.
If no active PTP exists
If no PTP exists, the split payment required must be manually identified split by the bookkeeper.
Otherwise, the payment will automatically apply to the ourfile entered.
1. Select [Batch] to start a new batch. Select [Yes] to confirm
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Select [ADD] to add a new payment to the batch.
Select the applicable TRX type from the dropdown.
Enter the ourfile # into the Ourfile field and select [tab].
Complete all required data entry for the payment.
After completing all data entry, enter the payment amount into the Amount field to activate the
split payment process and select [Yes] to confirm.
7. Select [SplitPay] to enter the split payment screen.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Select the PIF CREDCOMP if the file is creditor companion or PIF REL COMP if the file is related.
The system will split the payment based on the established PTP.
Select [OK] to exit to the batch screen.
Select [Validate] to continue the batch posting process.
Select [AutoPost] once all errors have been cleared and the batch is ready for posting.
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Processing NSF on a split pay/multi-claim PTP or related account
If a payment that has been split across multiple claims is returned as NSF, the NSF payment must be
manually posted on all accounts which the payment applied. The Master file must be posted FIRST. To
post the NSF, enter the Master claim for the accounts.
1. Enter the Paycard/Cost tab.
2. Select [Receipt].
3. Select the TRX type dropdown arrow and select 07-NSF CHECK, DBR PAYMENT.

4. Highlight the original payment in the list that has been returned as NSF and click
[Select record].

5. Select [OK] to proceed.
6. If the original payment has not been remitted, select [Yes] or [No] to change the status.
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7. If posting the NSF payment in the Master claim: the following grid will display a list of
ourfiles that received a portion of the payment that is being posted as NSF. Select
[List Excel] to create worksheet of all accounts that need to have the 07-NSF payment
posted. [Exit] the grid.

8. If the firm charges as NSF Fee, determine the appropriate response applicable to the
account and select [Yes] or [No].

9. If posting the NSF payment on the non-Master claim account: Highlight the payment that
has been returned as NSF and click [Select record].
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10. Tab through the screen and click [Calculate] to activate.

11. Select [OK] at the following prompt to activate [Post Payment].
12. Select [Post Payment] and select [Yes] to confirm.
13. Repeat the steps for 07- NSF DBR Payment posting for each account that was included in
the split payment.
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Posting a reversal or delete on a split payment
Reversals or deletions can be performed on an 02split payment if a payment posting was made in error
or as applicable. A reversal can track the history on the account; a deletion will remove the history of the
activity.
1. Enter the Master file for the payment to be reversed.
2. Enter the Paycard-Cost tab and highlight the payment to be reversed. Select [View Acct].
3. Select [Mastid] to retrieve a list of ourfiles/payments associated with the Master ID for the
payment to be reversed.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Select [List Excel] to create worksheet of ourfiles and select [Exit].
Select [Reverse] for reversal or [Delete] for delete and then select [Yes] to confirm.
Continue to accept the following confirmations for the reversal or deletion.
Repeat the steps on all other ourfiles associated with the payment that should be reversed.

Changing a TRX date for split payments
If required, a TRX date can be changed.
1. After the payment batch has been created, highlight the payment desired for the change and
enter the new date. Select [Yes] to confirm. If there is NO PTP on the file and the payment is a
split payment, the payment must be split across all ourfiles before the TRX date is changed. If
there is a PTP, the system will automatically update all ourfiles associated with the payment.
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Miscellaneous bookkeeping
1. Posting a Payment to a PTP: All payment posted that should apply to a PTP should indicate a
PTP ID# in the PTP ID field. This is to advance next payment due dates and track broken
promises. If a PTP ID is not showing properly in the field, place the cursor next to the Ourfile
field and press [tab]. If the PTP ID does not display, there may not be an active PTP for that
ourfile. If a payment should NOT be posted to a PTP, the PTP ID should be manually deleted.
2. Posting a Payment that should not apply to a PTP: If a payment is received and the payment
should NOT be posted to a plan, the payment can be posted with NO PTP ID. Do this by
removing the PTP ID in the field. This will apply the payment to the balance due but not any
active PTP. This can be used for garnishments and other payments as needed.
3. NSF Fee Recovery: If the final balance due on a multi-claim PTP is the NSF fee, the collection
batch may not properly post this payment. This payment should be manually posted, and the
PTP should be reviewed to pay off the balance and close the PTP accordingly.
4. Posting Multiple Payments: Two separate payments for the same ourfile cannot be posted in
the same collection batch. This will not correctly update total amounts paid. These payments
should be posted separately.
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